In the summer of 1966, Harvard biologist Edward O. Wilson and his student Daniel Simberloff undertook a classic ecology experiment in Florida. They identified a number of minuscule mangrove islands, took a census of their mostly insect fauna, and then paid an exterminator to kill all the animals on the islands with methyl bromide. Observing the islets as they became repopulated, they found that, after eight months, nearly all had regained the same number of species as they had hosted before the extermination. But most of these inhabitants were not of the same species as before.
The scientists' interventions confirmed the theory of island biogeography that Wilson and Robert MacArthur had published some years telephoning individual customers, but in 1936 the speaking clock was introduced. Known as TIM, it gave ordinary people immediate access to standardized time. In its first year, TIM took 20 million calls in London alone, from customers who dialled up to hear the recorded voice of Ethel Cain, an exchange operator picked out at an audition after her mellifluous reading of a poem by John Milton. Although there have been several other human announcers since then, this telephonic clock still speaks on, coexisting with more recent timekeepers that continuously set themselves automatically. As Rooney concludes, "New isn't necessarily better, it's just different … stuff endures. " Rooney has the rare gift of combining the obsessiveness of an academic sleuth with the fluency of a detective novelist: not many people would attempt to write entertainingly about how the dot of the Morse code became the pip of a time signal. With its small format and subdued cover, Rooney's book superficially resembles Michael Lemonick's book The Georgian Star, which also uses an engaging and informative style to present a combination of history and science. Like Rooney's, Lemonick's subjects are two close relativesin this case, the siblings William and Caroline Herschel -who also relied on an accurate scientific instrument, a telescope. There are three Georgian 'stars' in this relationship: two astronomers, here cast in heroic mode, and the planet Uranus, originally named 'George's Star' by William Herschel to gratify King George III of Great Britain and Ireland.
The Herschels worked together on the massive telescopes that helped William to become famous for his discovery of a new planet and for his work on nebulae. Disconcertingly for modern readers with egalitarian aspirations, Caroline seems to have colluded in her own marginalization, protesting that "I am nothing, I have done nothing … a welltrained puppy-dog would have done as much".
Caroline's reputation improved towards the end of the twentieth century, when feminists commemorated her as the first woman to discover a new comet, even though this is of little scientific significance when compared with the collaboration with her brother and the star catalogue that she laboriously compiled. Caroline features prominently throughout Lemonick's book, although by the epilogue she has been reduced to a cranky old woman who helps her nephew, the Victorian astronomer John Herschel, to assume the mantle of genius passed down from his father.
Whereas Rooney presents his own original research in an accessible way, Lemonick behaves more like a journalist providing a colourful version of well-known historical and scientific material. His major source of information is the astronomy expert Michael Hoskin of the University of Cambridge, UK, and Lemonick repeatedly portrays himself as a reporter transmitting the privileged conversations he enjoyed in Hoskin's Cambridge home. Hoskin is indeed a leading authority on the Herschels, but Lemonick unsceptically attributes to him the ability "to go beyond the straightforward facts … and to understand their complex and remarkable personalities". At the end of The Georgian Star, Lemonick approvingly reproduces William Herschel's boast that, thanks to his telescope, "I have looked further into space than ever human being did before me." In contrast with this eulogy of a powerful instrument, Rooney's closing remark is that Ruth Belville "provided what no electrical wire could: the personal touch". Because she supplied what her customers wanted, her service outlasted sophisticated inventions. Evolutionary biologist and science writer Menno Schilthuizen retells the story of the Wilson-Simberloff experiment at some length in The Loom of Life. His book is a readable, anecdotal introduction to the ecology of diversity, addressing basic questions about why there are so many different species and why some species are rare and others common.
Yet the book is hard to get into. It lacks a straightforward introduction and, with un informative chapter titles such as 'The more the merrier' , a reader who idly picks it up would need to read 50 pages to understand where all the stories are going. It is not until this point in the book -after touring through the scientific usefulness of isolated ecosystems, the history of the idea of food chains, the staggering amount of global biodiversity, and the idea that each species inhabits a slightly different niche -that the first hints of dispute enter the plot.
Schilthuizen sets out the idea that two species can coexist in the same ecosystem only if they have different niches. Evolutionary theory predicts that two species with the same living requirements and appetites would go head-tohead, and if one is even infinit esimally more efficient at exploiting their shared niche, it will, over the course of generations, out compete and exterminate the other. Then he drops the bombshell. What about phytoplankton? Any one patch of water contains hundreds of different species, all swimming in the same water, all competing for the same energy source: sunlight. Even with the odd difference in mineral uptake, how could so many niches exist in the uniform surface of the sea? Ecologists could go mad trying to find the minute niche differences at work; maybe there is an easier way.
After launching into the history of island biogeography, Schilthuizen introduces Stephen Hubbell's unified neutral theory of biodiversity, which Schilthuizen describes as aiming "to mimic and predict real, broad brush biodiversity patterns while ignoring the niches that undeniably existed". The theory puts forth a simple predictor of the abundance of various species in an ecosystem using only the rate of migration and a fundamental biodiversity number that takes into account the rate of speciation. In general, the theory shows how abundances of each species drift up and down. Sometimes new species enter the system, occasionally one will go extinct, and now and then one will speciate into two.
It is odd that the book does not give a precise definition of 'neutral' in the neutral theory, namely the assumption that any differences between the behaviour of the various species being considered -all the trees in a forest, say, or all the corals on a reef -have no overall effect in the model.
Clearly a fan of the theory, Schilthuizen makes time for its opponents, even if he uncharitably calls their negative reactions "kneejerks". He sets out the evidence from both sides but avoids hashing it out, jumping on instead to ecosystem stability. All these questions are related, but the book counters expectations by becoming a survey of the great questions about the ecology of diversity instead of an argument in favour of the neutral theory.
The Loom of Life is useful. Much of the public -and even some of the professional environmental movement -knows little about the rules ecologists have posited for creating and maintaining biodiversity. They might read this slender book for a bearing on how to tackle environmental problems. With rising levels of emotion clouding the political debate about global climate change, a new exhibition at the Museum of Arts and Crafts (Musée des Arts et Métiers) in Paris provides a timely reminder that accurate data are the basis of scientific objectivity. Running until April next year, Atmosphere shows how the past 50 years of scientific observation in the Arctic and Antarctic have provided evidence of Earth's vulnerability and changed how we view our planet. The exhibition, says geochemist Jean Jouzel, one of its two scientific commissioners, "provides a clarion call to use this carefully collected data to take informed action against climate change".
The starting point for Atmosphere is the International Geophysical Year of 1957-58. Objects on show in the exhibition include scientific instruments used at the poles, newspaper reports, scientific papers and books, photographs and films. Charcot, the first French polar expedition base in Antarctica, is photographed almost submerged in snow and resembles a surfacing submarine, its tricolour flag taut in the Antarctic wind. Although the focus is on raising awareness of the French contribution to polar research, the work of other nations and international collaborative groups is also presented. Polar wildlife and landscape photographs, including spectacular aurora borealis displays, document the fauna and natural beauty of the polar regions. The 130 exhibited objects range from an apparatus that simulates the aurora borealis
